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Abstract: In Modern days, insight determined by the machines that is machines 
knowledge (Artificial Intelligence-AI) or man-made brainpower assumes a basic job in 
each one house. Not only House as well as in limit of corporate as well. Man-made way of 
thinking is a multidimensional ground and their main aim is to robotize workout and by 
necessary individual insight. The continuous triumphs in mechanism intelligence 
incorporate modernized biological diagnostic persons and frameworks that therefore 
transform apparatus to particular patron needy. The grave problem territories tended to 
in mechanism intelligence will be layout as inspection, managing, way of thinking, 
statement, and education. Discernments are upset as regards structure examples of the 
practical world from solid messages like diagram, noise, and accordingly. Control is 
bothered about extremities and thus collision an ideal position in the practical visual 
world. By and large, A.I. frameworks work dependent on a facts Base of actualities and 
standards that describe the framework's gap of potential. One of the machines 
intelligence is Google Home (GH). In this article we discussed about the Pros and Cons 
of Google Home in India. 
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1. Introduction :- 
In future days, intelligence derived by the machines that is machines intelligence (MI) 

or called it as artificial intelligence (AI) plays an imperative role in every ones house. Not 
only house but also in maximum of corporate too. Man-made way of thinking is a 
multidimensional ground and their main aim is to robotize workout and by necessary 
individual insight. The continuous triumphs in mechanism intelligence incorporate 
modernized biological diagnostic persons and frameworks that therefore transform 
apparatus to particular patron needy. The grave problem territories tended to in 
mechanism intelligence will be layout as inspection, managing, way of thinking, 
statement, and education. Discernments are upset as regards structure examples of the 
practical world from solid messages like diagram, noise, and accordingly. One of the 
machines intelligence is Google Home (GH). Google developed a smart speaker called it 
as Google Home. GH is interacting with their commander by the Google’s intelligence, 
especially by voice command. Large numbers of persons are now willing to use this GH 
in their home. So it is in need to study whether the GH is advisable or not. For that we are 
in study about the Pros and Cons of Google Home in India.   

2. Objectives of the study: 
1. To know the History of Artificial Intelligence. 
2. To know the History of Google Home in India. 
3. To know the Pros & Cons of Google Home in India. 
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3. History of AI (Artificial Intelligence) 
1. First work of AI was done by Warner Sturgis and Walter Pitts in 1943. 
2. In 1956 at a workshop in Dartmouth College in United States Allen Newell, Herbert 

Simon, John McCarthy, Marvin Minsky and Arthur Samuel became the leader and the 
founders of research in AI. 

3. In the middle of 1960, a research in United States was heavily funded by the Defense 
department. One of the founders of AI Herbert Simon predicted that within 20 years 
the machines will be talented of doing any job that a operate can do. 

4. In 1980’s it was revitalized by a marketable beat of skilled systems. 
5. In 1990s and in near the beginning of 21st century AI is began to make use of 

logistics, some part of data mining, some medical diagnosis and other areas.   

4. History of GH (Google Home) 
1. GI was first officially announced in California at a company’s developer conference 

held at May 2016. 
2. In 4th November, 2016 GI was released in the country United States. 
3. In 6th April, 2017 GI was released in the country United Kingdom. 
4. After May 2017 GI was released in the countries like Australia, Canada, France, 

Germany and Japan. 
5. In 10th April, 2018 GI was released in our country India.  

5. Features of GH (Google Home): 
1. Allows the commander to gives instructions to control over GH. 
2. GH supported some of the devices like, play music, i-pod, YouTube, photos and 

videos, Netflix, calendar, i-radio, etc. 
3. GH can accept or recognise up to six various voices. 
4. GH can perform as a reminder to remind the appointments noted in their calendar. 
5. GH enables the commander to control their various smart devices like smart phone, 

smart light, etc.  
6. GH acts as a central hub for their commander. 

6. VARINTS in GH (Google Home): 
Google Home 

It is a speaker cylindrical in shape having 5.62 inches height and 3.79 inches diameter. 
And the top of the device having various colored LED lights to indications. A mute button 
is also in the backside of the speaker to control the microphone. Buttons like start, stop, 
adjust volume are also in the top of the speaker to control the device. 

Google Home Mini 

It performs the overall functions in Google Home but in smaller nugget having 4 
inches diameter. White colored status light at the top of the device and mute switch in the 
backside of the speaker to control the microphone. A small USB mount is used to charge 
this mechanism.  

Google Home Max 

It performs the overall functions of Google Home but larger in size having stereo 
speaker including subwoofers and two tweeters. And it includes smart sound, to 
automatically adjust the sounds based the environmental. It has USB type-C charger is 
used to charge this device. 
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7. Pros of Google Home 
1. Faster respond to the question: The main pros of Google Home can perform as quick 

more possible than any other device performs. It gives answer in a second. It helps the 
commander to receive the quick respond to their questions. 

2. Recognise different voices: It can recognize multiple voices for their commands. 
Early days it can accept only one voice but it is developed to accept as multiple voice 
recognisers. 

3. Synchronies with multiple devices: We can synchronies multiple devices with the 
Google Home. It helps the commander to do multiple actions with the help of a single 
device named Google Home.    

4. Control various smart devices: The commander control various smart devices like 
smart phones, smart TV’s, smart lights, etc. 

5. Sound quality is good as compared with the device: When we hear the sound of this 
device is really quality one as compared with the any other device in this size is the 
main advantages. 

6. Hands-free handling device: The main & foremost advantage of Google Home is to 
handling the device with no hands.   

7. Control the apps: This mechanism helps to control the applications like google play 
music, YouTube, etc. 

8. Cheapest device: This mechanism is the cheapest device [comparatively with other 
similar devices] to use in the Company 

9. Capacity of handling: This mechanism is handled by the physically challenged 
personality too. By giving their voice command they can access this device as their 
wish. 

8. Cons of Google Home 
1. Updating is not available: This mechanism does not provide any updating. This will 

be the major drawback of this device user.  
2. Command merely in English talking: This mechanism does not accept the language 

what the commander known, but it allowed only English language to accept the 
command given by the commander. 

3. Not capable to read the mails or messages: This mechanism does not allow reading 
the mails or messages from our e-mails. Because it does not have the display 
mechanism with it. 

4. Fewer skills compared with Amazon Echo: When compared this device with Amazon 
Echo it has fewer ability or skills to perform the commands. 

5. Not acceptable the secondary agenda: This mechanism does not acceptable the 
secondary agenda while performing the primary one. This means we can give one 
command at a time. We cannot give multiple commands at a single point of time.   

6. Added cost than Amazon Echo: When we compared this mechanism with Amazon 
Echo it priced more cost. It simply diverted the consumer to change the better one at 
cheaper cost.  

7. Be deficient in buttons: It does not have buttons to perform or to give commands 
manually.   

8. Lacking internet it can’t execute: This mechanism intelligence has not performed 
their work while lacking internet. This is one of the most important drawbacks of this 
mechanism.  

9. Accepts orders only in less detachment: This mechanism intelligence has not perform 
their work without giving order in a particular distance. Otherwise it fails to perform 
their duties while giving command in a long distance. 

10. Less defense features: This mechanism intelligence has only less safety. Because it 
can perform their work while receiving command from the commander, but not 
identify the voice of the commander. It accepts multiple voices.  
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11. It does not have the guarantee to avoid the hackers: This mechanism intelligence does 
not give the guarantee to avoid the hackers. Now a days we know more number of 
hackers in the world to hack the information from the defence too. So it is in need to 
give the guarantee to the holder of this device from hackers free.  

9. Conclusion 
Man-made intelligence is at the crucial point of a further effort to formulate 

computational models of knowledge. The principal presumption is that insight can be 
spoken to as far as image structures and ambassador tasks which can be personalized in a 
higher Personal Computer. There is much discussion on the subject of a suitably 
customized Personal Computer is a consciousness, or could plainly reproduce any one, 
however Mechanism Intelligence specialists doesn’t need hang stiff at the last to banter 
and it’s not to the theoretical Personal Computer this should demonstrate whole of 
individual persons insight. A piece of confidence conduct,  examples are taking concern 
of issues, building derivations, knowledge, and understanding verbal communication, 
have just been coded as PC programs. GH allows the commanding officer to control the 
mechanism intelligence over their commands. Whatever the mechanism intelligence to be 
introduced, it should be help the living being in this world and not to destroy the living 
organism.   
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